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Man and the Environment
1979

environmental history as a distinct discipline is now over a generation old
with a large and diverse group of practitioners around the globe this book
provides a reflection on the achievements diversity and direction of
environmental history in its varied national international and continental
contexts

Nature's End
2009-07-23

explores the complex relationship humans have with the environment it is one
of both responsibility including the sustainable or unsustainable management
of natural resources and emotion like the elation gleaned from a beautiful
landscape or the devastation experienced from a natural disaster human
induced damage to the environment has widespread consequences for earth and
its inhabitants that have already included sea level rise increased wildlife
extinctions heatwaves droughts intensified air pollution and water shortages
this book provides comprehensive coverage of the complex interactions between



people and the environment it presents three clear honest and down to earth
essays that cover the devastating impact humans have on the environment the
equally devastating impact the environment has on humans at times and the
positive impact that increasing awareness of our effect on the planet is
having on the movement to create a more sustainable future in addition in
depth entries on 60 key environmental geography terms such as deforestation
ecotourism and environmental justice provide a deeper dive into the topic 15
real world case studies on topics like the great pacific garbage patch and
the great green wall of africa illustrate geography in action and 10 brief
spotlights from around the world draw the reader in with relevant facts

Environmental Geography
2018-10-01

the purpose of this collection of essays is to shed some light on the complex
relationship between environmental quality and the distribution of income are
the preferences of the poor towards a cleaner environment really different
from those of the rich environmental economists have traditionally focused on
efficiency issues in their analyses the quality of the environment is usually
related to aggregate or average variables like per capita income policy
recommendations are usually formulated considering efficiency with no regard



for equity and also the predicted effects of policies are evaluated in
aggregate terms the essays collected in this volume go into the problem of
the relationship between environmental quality and income distribution the
book s opening essay shows how different theories of economic growth and
environmental quality seem to suggest that the higher the level of income the
higher is the value of environmental protection the essays that follow a mix
of already published papers and of papers solicited for this book analyse the
relationship between environmental quality and income distribution from
different perspectives both micro and macro and on the basis of more than one
methodology this book highlights that the preferences of the poor towards a
cleaner environment may differ from those of the rich but income is also very
likely to represent only one factor affecting them the essays consider other
relevant factors affecting preferences for environmental quality what clearly
emerges is that the distribution of costs and benefits of environmental
policies is the key for their successful implementation and that further
research is needed to both address the distributional effects themselves and
the strategies to mitigate them

Is the Environment a Luxury?
2014-07-11



in rich countries environmental problems are seen as problems of prosperity
in poor countries they are seen as problems of poverty this is because the
environmental problems in poor countries such as lack of clean drinking water
are problems that affect them here and now whereas in rich counties the
environmental problems that people worry about most are those that largely as
a result of current prosperity and economic growth seem likely to harm mainly
future generations but what exactly are our obligations to future generations
are these determined by their rights or intergenerational justice or equity
or sustainable development the first part of the book argues that none of
these concepts provides any guidance but that we still have a moral
obligation to take account of the interests that future generations will have
and an appraisal of probable developments suggests that while environmental
problems have to be taken seriously our main obligationto future generations
is to bequeath to them a society in which there is greater respect for basic
human rights than is the case today furthermore generations are not
homogeneous entities resources devoted to environmental protection cannot be
used for say health care or education or housing not to mention the urgent
claims in poor countries for better food sanitation drinking water shelter
and basic infrastructures to prevent or cure widespread disease it cannot
serve the interests of justice if the burden of protecting the environment
for the benefit of posterity is born mainly by poorer people today



Justice, Posterity, and the Environment
2001-05-03

editor louise i gerdes has compiled several essays in a for or against
sequence that debate issues relating to the environment readers will evaluate
whether global warming and overpopulation are real problems they will examine
the impact of renewable energy and nuclear power emissions and the western
lifestyle are examined as threats this book also explores environmental
activism green products and environmental law

Women and the Environment
1991

this book sets out the case for hard green a conservative environmental
agenda modern environmentalism peter huber argues destroys the environment
captured as it has been by the soft green oligarchy of scientists regulators
and lawyers modern environmentalism does not conserve forests oceans lakes
and streams it hastens their destruction for all its scientific pretension
soft green is not green at all its effects are the opposites of green this
book lays out the alternative a return to yellowstone and the national



forests the original environmentalism of theodore roosevelt and the
conservation movement chapter by chapter hard green takes on the big issues
of environmental discourse from scarcity and pollution to efficiency and
waste disposal this is the hard green manifesto rediscover tar reaffirm the
conservationist ethic expose the soft green fallacy reverse the soft green
agenda save the environment from the environmentalists

The Environment
2009

this book demonstrates that there is much about the new deal that can be
characterized as environmental once one substitutes the word environmental
for conservation indeed the scholarship that is contained within this
extraordinary book will help correct the widely held view that the new deal
is virtually a blank space in the history of modern environmentalism in fact
the new deal carried forward and greatly extended the work of the progressive
conservation era and in many ways helped establish the foundation for the
modern environmental movement



Hard Green
2008-08-01

nation states are failing to resolve global problems that transcend the
abilities of single governments or even groups of governments to address this
book argues that this dilemma is not as new as is sometimes claimed it offers
crucial context and even lessons for present day debates about resolving the
most urgent environmental problems

FDR and the Environment
2009-09-28

underlying current controversies about environmental regulation are shared
concerns divided interests and different ways of thinking about the earth and
our proper relationship to it this book brings together writings on nature
and environment that illuminate thought and action in this realm



Nation-States and the Global Environment
2013-05-02

leading health scholars reveal the impact of globalization on human health as
it is mediated through environmental change through case studies of cultures
around the world they examine the bio cultural intersection of health and the
environment and the impact of rapid change technological development and the
expansion of the global economy this book will be valuable to professionals
in international health medical anthropology geography and sociology
environmental studies and globalization studies

Man and the Environment
1975

recent years have witnessed a substantial change in both the organisation and
substance of environmental policy both national and international western
societies have seen a change in the relationships between the state the
market and civil society leading to new conceptions of governance a process
here called political modernisation that gives rise to the
institutionalisation of new policy arrangements an environmental policy



arrangement refers to the organisation and substance of a policy domain in
terms of policy coalitions policy discourses rules of the game and resources
the book uses these theoretical notions to analyze changes in organisation
substance and governance in several environmental policy domains such as
infrastructure policies global policies on climate change and biodiversity
green planning and agriculture policy changing relationships between the
state the market and civil society caused by processes of globalization
privatisation and individualisation have resulted in a plurality of policy
arrangements in different domains despite the fact that environmental
politics has been substantially renewed there is a delicate balance between
traditional and new policy arrangements one of the main themes of the book is
the explanation of this balance

Human Rights and the Environment
2017

the environmental responsibility reader is a definitive collection of classic
and contemporary environmental works that offers a comprehensive overview of
the issues involved in environmental responsibility steering the reader
through each development in thought with a unifying and expert editorial
voice this essential text expertly explores seemingly intractable modern day



environmental dilemmas including climate change fossil fuel consumption fresh
water quality industrial pollution habitat destruction and biodiversity loss
starting with silent spring and moving through to more recent works the book
draws on contemporary ideas of environmental ethics corporate social
responsibility ecological justice fair trade global citizenship and the
connections between environmental and social justice configuring these ideas
into practical notions for responsible action with a unique global and
integral focus on responsibility

Women and the Environment
1977

object lessons is a series of short beautifully designed books about the
hidden lives of ordinary things what is the environment this elusive object
that impacts us so profoundly our odds to be born the way we look feel and
function and how long and comfortable we may live the environment is not only
everything we see around us but also at a lesser scale a hailstorm of
molecules large and small that constantly penetrates our bodies
simultaneously nourishing and threatening our health the concept of oneness
with our surroundings urges a reckoning of what we are doing to the
environment and consequently what we are doing to ourselves by taking us



through this journey of questioning rolf halden s environment empowers
readers with new knowledge and a heightened appreciation of how our daily
lifestyle decisions are impacting the places we occupy our health and
humanity s prospect of survival with illustrations by griffin finke object
lessons is published in partnership with an essay series in the the atlantic

Thinking About the Environment
2015-02-24

the emergence of ecological modernisation offers a wealth of empirical
research material from an international perspective bringing together
previously scattered sources for the first time it addresses a series of
theoretical issues that are of key contemporary relevance such as the
relationship between ecological modernisation and sustainable development
strategies for promoting ecological modernisation and the extent to which it
is possible to green contemporary capitalism

Globalization, Health, and the Environment
2005



growing populations and economies have increased the public s awareness that
the world s environmental resources are finite the issues of global warming
and the depletion of the ozone layer have given universal significance to
what were once local and regional pollution problems what is evident from
public economics and the environment in an imperfect world is that coasian
negotiations fail to internalize the costs of environmental degradation often
calling for public intervention through the market mechanism in its
consideration of such issues the book includes contributions on assessment
problems institutional aspects the need for coordination and efficiency and
distribution issues

Political Modernisation and the Environment
2013-03-14

the international contributors to this book address some of the fundamental
issues economic political legal and social facing business in the context of
environmentalism rather than offering simple solutions to complex problems
this book raises issues for corporate managers and for business educators the
importance of heightening the awareness of managers concerning environmental
issues is a paramount aim of the book



The Environmental Responsibility Reader
2009-08-15

this book highlights the opportunity to save taxes and the environment it
provides a thorough overview of both environmental taxes and tax incentives
related to environmentally friendly investments and activities it starts with
a general introduction into the principles of environmental taxation and then
by looking at a set of 13 countries the book provides an analysis of tax
measures in the field of direct and indirect taxation with regard to the
environment it concludes with a comparative overview of the tax measures in
the countries discussed

Environment
2020-04-02

this title provides graduate students with a sophisticated overview of this
increasingly important field outlining the causes of international
environmental problems and assessing the ways in which political responses
have been formulated implemented and evaluated



The Emergence of Ecological Modernisation
2000

given the ubiquity of environmental rhetoric in the modern world it s easy to
think that the meaning of the terms environment and environmentalism are and
always have been self evident but in surroundings we learn that the
environmental past is much more complex than it seems at first glance in this
wide ranging history of the concept etienne s benson uncovers the diversity
of forms that environmentalism has taken over the last two centuries and
opens our eyes to the promising new varieties of environmentalism that are
emerging today through a series of richly contextualized case studies benson
shows us how and why particular groups of people from naturalists in
napoleonic france in the 1790s to global climate change activists today
adopted the concept of environment and adapted it to their specific needs and
challenges bold and deeply researched surroundings challenges much of what we
think we know about what an environment is why we should care about it and
how we can protect it



Public Economics and the Environment in an
Imperfect World
2012-12-06

looks in detail at the history of economic thought on natural resources and
the environment the economics of fisheries forestry mining petroleum coal and
natural gas deposits there are also chapters devoted to environmental
degradation and the economics of the world s natural wonders

Business and the Environment
1994-08-15

now in its second edition and refreshed by a decade of new research the
environment in world history uncovers the deep rooted causes of
interconnected climate biodiversity and ecological crises that have brought
the environment to the top of the global political agenda in the twenty first
century its expanded chapters and case studies explore a wide range of issues
including the hunting of wildlife and the loss of biodiversity across the
globe deforestation and the development of strategies to protect the world s



forests soil degradation caused by worldwide agricultural expansion one of
the most profound ways that humans have altered the planet the widening
impact of urban industrial growth and the deepening ecological footprints of
the world s cities and the rising levels of air land and water pollution as
the trade off for continued economic growth worldwide covering the last five
hundred years it offers an essential environmental perspective on well known
world history narratives of imperialism and colonialism trade and commerce
technological progress and the advance of civilisation clearly written and
fully up to date it is an invaluable resource for all students of world
history and environmental studies

Tax and the Environment
2009

the environment in american history is a detailed environmental history of
america from the era prior to european contact to the present day jeff crane
shows the critical role of nature and the natural wealth of the continent in
determining the type of society that emerged in the new world as well as in
america s rise to wealth and power the book is organized into
15chronologically focused chapters each bolstered with aselection ofprimary
documents as well as images and profiles of key figures or events within this



chronological outline crane discusses land use environmental change
destruction of habitats and species the impact of environmental change on
humans and responses of the united states to the destruction of nature both
at home and in the world at large this text takes students from where they
are in a time when most undergraduates think that environmentalism only means
making sure to recycle and shows them how our society has always been related
to our environment it is a true survey of the environment in american history

International Politics and the Environment
2010

introduction the promise and predicament of crude oil environment a
disastrous history of the hydrocarbon present governing disaster ethical oil
occupying the implication petrochemical fallout ecological mangrove
conclusion negative ecologies and the discovery of the environment

Surroundings
2020-04-17

worlds apart presents a cohesive set of essays by leading thinkers on the



subject of globalization offering a thoughtful overview of the major
environmental issues related to globalization in a clear reasoned style
framed by gus speth s introduction and conclusion essays range from jane
lubchenco s discussion of the scientific indicators of global environmental
change to robert kates examination of the prospect that our growing global
interconnectedness could lead a transition to a more sustainable world to
vandana shiva s impassioned plea for a new living democracy that counters the
degrading dehumanizing tendencies of the global economy other contributors
include maurice strong on the rio earth summit and the future course of
environmentalism josé goldemberg on energy jerry mander on the inherent
destructiveness of the global economic system stephan schmidheiny on the
forestry industry and daniel esty and maria ivanova on global environmental
governance edited by one of the world s leading experts on international
environmental issues the book brings together the most respected thinkers and
actors on the world stage to offer a compelling set of perspectives and a
solid introduction to the social and environmental dimensions of
globalization

Creation and Utilization of a Coordinated Network



of Environmental Research Reserves
1978

bringing together 100 essential critical articles across 4 volumes literature
and the environment critical and primary sources is a comprehensive
collection of the most important academic writings on ecocriticism and
literature s engagement with environmental crisis with texts by key scholars
creative writers and activists the articles in these four volumes follow the
development and history of environmental criticism as well as
interdisciplinary conversations with contemporary philosophy and media
studies literature and the environment includes work by such writers as stacy
alaimo jonathan bate jacques derrida ursula k heise richard kerridge bruno
latour rob nixon ken saro wiwa william shakespeare leslie marmon silko henry
david thoreau e o wilson cary wolfe and william wordsworth

Economics of Natural Resources and the Environment
1992-02-01

this volume in the critical insights series addresses the themes of nature
and the environment in literature essays survey the critical conversation



regarding these themes explore the cultural and historical contexts and offer
comparative readings of key texts in the genre readers seeking a deeper
understanding of the themes can explore them in depth through a variety of
critical approaches

The Environment in World History
2023-11

this study addresses the many initiatives to decrease industrial pollution
emitting from the pechenganikel plant in the northwestern corner of russia
during the final years of the soviet union and examines the wider
implications for the state of pollution control in the arctic today by
examining the efforts of soviet industry and government agencies finnish and
swedish officials and norwegian environmental authorities to curb industrial
pollution in the region this book offers an environmental history of the
arctic as well as a transnational geopolitical history

The Environment in American History
2015



this book counts down the world s most memorable environmental failures
students will also learn about what was gained from each failure

Negative Ecologies
2022-07-26

the battle to save the world is being joined by a powerful new group of
warriors celebrities are lending their name to conservation causes and
conservation itself is growing its own stars to fight and speak for nature in
this timely and essential book dan brockington argues that this alliance
grows from the mutually supportive publicity celebrity and conservation
causes provide for each other and more fundamentally that the flourishing of
celebrity and charismatic conservation is part of an ever closer intertwining
of conservation and corporate capitalism celebrity promotions the investments
of rich executives and the wealthy social networks of charismatic
conservationists are producing more commodified and commercial conservation
strategies conservation becomes an ever more important means of generating
profit celebrity and the environment provides vital critical analysis of this
new phenomena and argues that ironically there may be a hidden cost to
celebrity power to individual s relationships with the wild the author argues
that whilst wildlife television documentaries flourish there is a significant



decline in visits to national parks in many countries around the world and
this is evidence that t a time when conservationists are calling for us to
restore our relationships with the wild many people are doing so simply by
following the exploits of celebrity conservationists

Worlds Apart
2003-04-18

commended for its behavioral and institutional approach abundance of case
studies and pedagogy this new text offers a unique examination of the
politics and political actors behind environmental policy making in order to
effect change in environmental policy it is necessary to understand the
politics of environmental decision making and how political actors operate
within political institutions american politics and the environment is the
only text available that emphasizes these critical factors in addition to
offering a unique behavioral and institutional approach this new text
provides students with a consistent theoretical framework they can use from
chapter to chapter to help them better grasp the material three boxed
features in each chapter one highlighting a person one presenting a case
study and another investigating the issue of air pollution offer real world
examples and illustrations and provide the opportunity for student analysis



the authors end the text with a series of propositions about the future of
environmental policy and politics that serve both as summary and basis for
future research

Literature and the Environment
2021

information technology is a powerful tool for meeting environmental
objectives and promoting sustainable development this collection of papers by
leaders in industry government and academia explores how information
technology can improve environmental performance by individual firms
collaborations among firms and collaborations among firms government agencies
and academia information systems can also be used by nonprofit organizations
and the government to inform the public about broad environmental issues and
environmental conditions in their neighborhoods several papers address the
challenges to information management posed by the explosive increase in
information and knowledge about environmental issues and potential solutions
including determining what information is environmentally relevant and how it
can be used in decision making in addition case studies are described and
show how industry is using information systems to ensure sustainable
development and meet environmental standards the book also includes examples



from the public sector showing how governments use information knowledge
systems to disseminate best practices beyond big firms to small businesses
and from the world of the internet showing how knowledge is shared among
environmental advocates and the general public

Nature and the Environment
2013

raymond mikesell and lawrence williams argue that even though development
banks have made some commendable progress especially in the past several
years there is still much left to be done it is imperative that mdb s learn
to fund irrigation projects that increase agricultural output without
damaging the soil or polluting waterways and support forest projects that
will use resources productively without destroying ecosystems or indigenous
cultures multilateral banks can improve their performance and the public can
press them toward reform by learning from both the satisfactory and
unsatisfactory operations of the past mikesell and williams review in detail
the ecological and human consequences of projects supported by development
banks over the past three decades they analyze the problems associated with
agricultural projects forestry programs and development initiatives for
mining livestock power and infrastructure



Environmental Monitoring, II
1978

Pollution and Atmosphere in Post-Soviet Russia
2020-12-10

The Environment
2010

Celebrity and the Environment
2013-07-04



American Politics and the Environment
2002

Green Perspectives
1994

Information Systems and the Environment
2001-09-06

International Banks and the Environment
1992
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